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Make Valentine’s Day a little sweeter by recommending these great books to give  
to the ones you love! Dive into a delicious read with action, drama, romance and more!

in this tale of  the future,  
some things stay the same:

want to see
 50 shades of  superheroes?

for the special  
monster-lover in your life:

seX Volume 1: 
summer of  hard 
Retired superhero Simon Cooke 
has returned to Saturn City to 
live life as a “normal” civilian. 
Easier said than done! You 
might’ve heard about SEX, but 
nothing beats the real thing!
image Comics
SEP130552 • 978-1-60706-784-9
Soft Cover, 168pg    $9.99
available now!

Monsters! & other stories
Newcomer Gustavo Duarte spins wordless tales brimming with humor, charm, and 
delightfully twisted horror! In Monsters!, oversized beasts wreak havoc on cities in 
the tradition of Godzilla and King Kong. In Có!, an alien abduction disarms a gentle 
farmer, and in Birds, two business partners run from fate only to find themselves 
hopelessly unable to change the future. Beautifully illustrated and wonderfully 
evocative storytelling fills every page of Duarte’s unforgettable collection, 
Monsters! & Other Stories.
Dark horse Comics
SEP130056 • 978-1-61655-309-8
Softcover, 152pg   $12.99
available now!

a Boy and a Girl
Travis and Charley have just 
met. It’s Charley’s last night in 
town, and Travis can’t let her 
leave without getting her to go 
on a date. In a future where 
real people are rapidly being 
supplanted by lifelike androids, 
sometimes one shot is all you get! 
Intelligence may be artificial, but 
the emotion is real in this futuristic 
romance from the writer of 12 
Reasons Why I Love Her and the 
cartoonist behind Between Gears.
oni Press
JUL131213 • 978-1-62010-089-9
Soft Cover, 176pg   $19.99
available now! 



a tale of  two lovers 
against a future world:

the most epic romance  
of  the 21st century!

Give your sweetie 
the cutest gift ever!

romance and rock ‘n’ roll 
go hand-in-hand:

the Complete 
Multiple warheads
Ex-organ smuggler Sexica and her 
werewolf boyfriend Nikoli travel 
across a sci-fi/fantasy version of 
Russia while the hardcore organ 
hound Blue Nura tracks a bounty 
across radioactive wastelands.
image Comics
OCT130496 • 978-1-60706-840-2
Soft Cover, 232pg   $17.99
available now!

scott Pilgrim Color 
hardcover Vol. 4
The full-color remastering of the 
Scott Pilgrim epic continues! It’s 
summertime, but who can relax? 
Scott’s relationship with Ramona 
Flowers is sweeter than ever, but 
he’s still got girl troubles, seven evil 
ex-boyfriends still want to kill him, 
and worst of all, now Ramona 
wants him to get a job! Kicks, 
punches, rock & roll, subspace, 
half-ninjas, experience points, 
samurai swords, girly action, and 
laughable attempts to seek gainful 
employment are all that stand in 
the way of Scott Pilgrim getting 
it together! Includes previously 
unpublished extras, deleted scenes, 
and exclusive bonus content, all in 
glorious color!
oni Press
AUG131387 • 978-1-62010-003-5
Hard Cover, 208pg  $24.99
available now!

My little Pony: 
friendship is Magic 
Volume 3
The citizens of Ponyville take center 
stage as an ordinary morning for 
Big McIntosh quickly turns into an 
unexpected adventure! Plus, the 
secret history of Shining Armor and 
Princess Cadence’s love!
iDw
NOV130340 • 978-1-61377-854-8
Soft Cover, 104pg  $17.99
available now!

the fifth Beatle
The Fifth Beatle is the untold true 
story of Brian Epstein, the visionary 
manager who discovered and 
guided the Beatles — from their 
gigs in a tiny cellar in Liverpool 
to unprecedented international 
stardom. Yet more than merely 
the story of “The Man Who Made 
the Beatles,” The Fifth Beatle is an 
uplifting, tragic, and ultimately 
inspirational human story about the 
struggle to overcome seemingly 
insurmountable odds.
Dark horse
JUL130016 • 978-1-61655-256-5
Hard Cover , 144pg   $19.99
available now!
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half  Past Danger
Summer, 1943, and in the midst of 
a war waged by monsters, Staff 
Sergeant Tommy Irish’ Flynn never 
expected to encounter a real one. 
But on a remote island in the South 
Pacific theatre, Flynn and his squad 
come face-to-fanged-face with 
creatures long thought dead. As 
the world falls apart, a unique set 
of characters come together: An 
embittered Irishman in a war not 
his own, a beautiful and enigmatic 
British agent, a U.S. Marine Captain 
with incredible resilience, and a 
secret and a mysterious operative 
from the land of the Rising Sun, 
all served up in a stew of piping-
hot Nazi intrigue. History meets 
Prehistory in this two-fisted race 
against time. And there ain’t no 
time like Half Past Danger!
iDw
NOV130380 • 978-1-61377-849-4
Hard Cover, 200pg  $29.99
available end of  January!

Parker: slayground
Darwyn Cooke’s masterful and 
multi award-winning series of Parker 
graphic novels continues with 
Slayground! Parker, whose getaway 
car crashes after a heist, manages 
to elude capture with his loot by 
breaking into an amusement park 
that is closed for the winter. But his 
presence does not go unnoticed 
— a pair of cops observed the job 
and its aftermath. But rather than 
pursue their suspect... they decide 
to go into business for themselves, 
with the help of some “business 
associates.” From then on it’s a 
game of cat and mouse, one 
played out through closed rides of 
the abandoned carnival... a game 
that slowly starts to favor  
the mouse.
iDw
OCT130333 • 978-1-61377-812-8
Hard Cover, 96pg  $17.99
available now!

Grimm Vol 1
Never-before-told stories, set in 
the world of the acclaimed NBC 
series, Grimm, by the show creators 
themselves! Homicide Detective 
Nick Burkhardt, joined by his mother 
Kelly, Hank, and Monroe, uncover 
family secrets long buried during 
their adventure in Europe. Hunted 
by Verrat soldiers, their quest to 
destroy the Coins of Zakynthos 
reveals dark secrets and promises 
death for a member of the cast!
Dynamite
SEP131131 • 978-1-60690-450-3
Soft Cover, 112pg  $19.99
available now!

Jim Butcher’s 
Dresden files:  
Ghoul Goblin
From the mind of best-selling 
author Jim Butcher, an ALL-NEW, 
COMPLETELY ORIGINAL Dresden Files 
story that pits Chicago’s mystical 
detective against bloodthirsty rural 
monsters.
Dynamite
OCT131064 • 978-1-60690-438-1
Hard Cover,  152pg   $24.99
available now!
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Make Valentine’s Day a little sweeter by recommending these great books to give to 
the ones you love! Dive into a delicious read with action, drama, romance and more!

Give your special  
sophisticated someone  

the gift of  suspense:

Does your love 
love action?

Curl up on the couch 
 with your special someone 

with this graphic novel 
based on the show:

for the lovers of  
 urban fantasy (and the 
people who love them):


